Welcome everyone, (No treated wood allowed)

**Rules of the Wood Shop**

- Patrons must sign in and out on each visit.
- Patrons must be current in their user fees before using the Shop.
- All Patrons must take a proficiency test, or be enrolled in a Student Center Craft Shop Wood Shop workshop or program to use the equipment.
- All patrons must sign a liability waiver before using the shop.
- Patrons are responsible for cleaning up messes.
- Patrons are responsible for hauling and storing of their own materials (wood, glue, hardware, etc.) Patrons must re-register for wood shop membership by the end of the second week of each semester to retain their storage space or locker. All spaces materials should be labeled with the patrons name and email address.
- Treated Lumber is not allowed in the shop.
- Fiberglass is not allowed in the shop.
- Individuals that damage tools either by forcing the tools beyond their manufactured limits and/or Student Center Craft Shop regulation will be charged for the repair or replacement of the value of the damage and could lose wood shop privileges.
- Shoplifters will be prosecuted.
- Individuals should obey all other safety regulations for equipment posted or otherwise.
- The Student Center Craft Shop is not responsible for accidents, or items stored in the shop.
- Persons who endanger others or themselves will be banned from the shop.
- Do not wait until the last minute to start a project that is due tomorrow. Wood Shop hours are closely observed.

Violations of shop rules can result in lost privileges